






– Arts and Crafts in Africa, 1934 (cont’d…)

“Mrs. Trowell says: 'At the moment, I am working chiefly along two lines; I am 
collecting the various traditional patterns of plaited palm mats made by the Sudanese 
and most coastal tribes, and taking them down on a kind of "knit one, purl one" 
pattern-book system; many of these patterns are extraordinarily complicated and 
interesting, consisting of twenty or more different lines to the pattern unit, and [p.203] 
probably will not get passed on verbally to many of the younger generation; but what 
seems to me even more important than a mere anthropological record is that a 
golden opportunity of teaching design through their own crafts is being missed in the 
schools; and I am hoping to analyse the different types of pattern and suggest lines for 
school work. 



'The other thing in which I am very interested is in thinking out some sort of cottage 
vocations for the landless detribalized women who sit about doing nothing all day in 
the town locations. They should have some crafts to occupy them which are useful 
and yet hold artistic possibilities (my great object is to let 'art' come naturally or we 
shall get the fussy arty stuff termed handwork which is the bane of most efforts of this 
kind). I am putting up a very primitive loom with the wives of some of the Jeanes 
teachers here, and am hoping to turn out rugs of sisal or coco-nut fibre on the lines of 
the mats from Samoa sold in England. We have not got far yet as there has never been 
weaving of any kind here and the whole process is new to them.’

– Arts and Crafts in Africa, 1934 (cont’d…)



“Mrs. Trowell has also asked her friends in Africa for assistance on the lines suggested 
in the enclosed extract from a note that she has circulated : 

'It seems to me that what is needed is first a loan collection of photographs and original 
works of the best African art, which may be borrowed for schools; and next a well 
illustrated book which should help us to appreciate the greatness of African art and 
also deal in a very practical way with the teaching of drawing and design and the 
various natural crafts of the African, so that at any rate we may not hinder him in the 
development of his own art forms. 

'I want photographs of anything-carving, drawing, pottery-which you feel has a real 
beauty. I want descriptions of local crafts-the way in which your tribe fire their pottery, 
the kind of loom they use for their weaving, the dyes they use in their basket work. I 
should like to hear of any experiments you have been trying in teaching along these 
lines, and points which you think a really useful book ought to include.’

– Arts and Crafts in Africa, 1934



–The Kampala Art Exhibition: A Ugandan Experiment, 1939

“In Uganda there is a definite native aristocracy, and crafts are considered to be the 
work of the peasants.” 



– Suggestions for The Treatment of Handwork in the Training  
of Teachers for Work in Africa, 1936 (cont’d…)

“The value of 'handwork' is being more and more realized in the school curriculum 
both at home and abroad. Whole tomes have been written on the importance of 
'learning by doing'. In all but the most antiquated type of school or that in which the 
size of the class makes the supply of adequate material impossible, history and 
geography are now made intelligible and interesting to the' pupil through modelling 
and drawing. All the subtle training in accuracy, of hand and eye, precision of mind, 
an appreciation of a standard of good honest work as well as the joy of craftsmanship, 
be it in such’ things as bookbinding for older pupils or only in paper-cutting and .. 
plasticine modelling for the tinies, are given their due importance ·in our scheme of 
education for the English child.” 

“But in more primitive countries these values, essential though they be, are almost 
overshadowed by more urgent ones. No one needs this discipline in accuracy and 
working to a high standard more than the African child fresh from the easy-going life 
of the goat-herd wandering through the bush, but he needs more if he is · to have a 
full and rich understanding of life.”  



“Much has been said, though little has been done, about the spiritual value of 
conserving and developing the art of a people  along its own lines. Let it suffice to say 
here that unless this is more generally realized one whole side of the life of the African 
people will, at the best, be submerged under western materialism for several 
generations; at the worst it may even go altogether.”

– Suggestions for The Treatment of Handwork in the Training  
of Teachers for Work in Africa, 1936 (cont’d…)



–From Negro Sculpture to Modern Painting, 1939

“During the last few hundred years we have come to limit the meaning of the word 
"art" to pictures. This is really only a specialized form of art; pictures, pointed on 
wooden or canvas panels, began in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries when the 
Italian merchant princes became the Patrons of Art in place of the church. Before that 
we had big frescos in tempera which in their turn partly evolved from painted 
sculpture; so that painting: was just an offshoot of decorated architecture. Anything 
which man makes. his house, his tools, his pots, can be a work of art, and when we 
are considering the art of a people who had no paper, canvas. or paint, we must use 
the word in this wider sense. Even the usual distinction of "arts" and "crafts" gives the 
making of utilitarian but beautiful things a lesser artistic value than painting or 
sculpture, a distinction which I think we should try to avoid.” 



1960
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What is Design? 

(noun) a specification of an object, manifested by an agent, intended to accomplish 
goals, in a particular environment, using a set of primitive components, satisfying a set 
of requirements, subject to constraints; 

(verb, transitive) to create a design, in an environment (where the designer operates) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design#Definitions 

What is Industrial Design? 

Industrial design is a process of design applied to products that are to be manufactured 
through techniques of mass production 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_design 

What is decorative art? 

The decorative arts are arts or crafts concerned with the design and manufacture of 
beautiful objects that are also functional. It includes interior design, but not usually 
architecture. The decorative arts are often categorized in opposition to the "fine arts", 
namely, painting, drawing, photography, and large-scale sculpture, which generally 
have no function other than to be seen. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decorative_arts

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design#Definitions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decorative_arts


How Trowell Defines Design in African Design (1960)” 

• We speak of design in a craft, and by that we mean the whole process of planning the shape 
of an object and its construction in a way which is not only functionally satisfactory but also 
pleasing to the eye and touch, and this satisfaction is both utilitarian and aesthetic; then we 
include ornament in design and this element is not in the least essential to the utility of the 
object but owes its existence solely to the desire of the craftsman and the use for something 
over and above efficiency and comfort. [p.13] 

• The difference, then, between a work of fine art and a design for craft is not absolute but is 
rather one of emphasis and degree. In a primitive or pre-industrial society even this 
difference is far less than in a more sophisticated one, for here life is integrated whole and 
in both the sculptured ancestor figure and the decorated calabash the practical and the 
more intangible creative qualities are fairly evenly balanced, for the sculpture is made for 
the very practical purpose of harnessing spiritual power for material ends, while the 
decorated calabash has a recognised symbolical significance as well as a material use. The 
distinction between fine and applied art would puzzle the primitive artist. [p.14] 

• We began by defining design as the whole planning of the shape and construction of an 
object, using the word in its widest sense, and we should remember that even when the term 
is used in the more limited field of decoration or ornament it carries with it this wider 
connotation. By design used in the more restricted sense we mean the decoration of an 
object such as a wall, panel, pot, basket, vessel or cloth with a pattern repeated, are fitted 
together to make a balanced whole within the decorated form. [p.15-16]



In an inclusive account of the decorative art of Africa both the ethnologist’s and the 
craftsman’s approach are equally necessary […]  

Here little has been attempted beyond discussing the fundamental possibilities and 
limitations set by technique in applied by design, and following it with a description of 
some pattern forms which seem to be of outstanding interest. The use of human and 
animal motifs has been illustrated from the work of parts of the West Coast where it 
seems to be most highly developed; while as the field of geometrical pattern seems to 
be richest in the Congo our discussion of this type of design has been centred there.  

The approach is frankly that of an artist rather than of an ethnologist, and makes no 
pretence of being a detailed survey of the subject. But it has been written in the belief 
that such an outline would be of interest to the student of art history and to the 
practical designer, be he African or European. [p.17]
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–School of Fine Art, Makerere University, Uganda, c.1982

“During those early years any attempt to arouse interest in the indigenous crafts was 
met with a deep suspicion as an attempt to keep [the African students] down to a lowly 
level”


